EnergyMarketPrice for Energy Consultants

As a business energy consultant, you care about the success of your clients. But without the right tools in place, delivering on your promises can be very challenging.

Trusted by consultants all over the world:

INSPIRED ENERGY PLC
pureenergy ASSOCIATES
PULSE business energy
ZERO EMISSION SOLUTIONS

A bespoke solution for every consultant

MARKET INFO & CUSTOMER COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
TRADING DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
BUILT-IN ANALYTICS TOOLS
BESPOKE IT DEVELOPMENT
Manage your energy supply contracts
A better way to manage your client's energy procurement with enhanced capabilities.

Position Tracking
Full visibility on the positions purchased and market trades impacting each site or contract, always available to your customer with the latest data.

Key Numbers
Evaluate the positions against key figures, such as forecasted budgets, open and fixed volumes, performance against the energy market.

Personalize and automate reporting
Creating customer reports, managing and sending them out shouldn't be so time consuming.

Build energy market reports, link them to clients and let our cloud solution do the rest.

- Always up to date energy market prices
- Personalized market indexes and formulas
- Energy Contract and portfolio data support
- Real-time market alerts, aligned with your top priorities and integrated directly within your workflow
- Own content and news
- Automated updates & automated sending
Get instant insights into your customers' behavior with built-in analytics tools

Comprehensive Dashboard
See a snapshot of your client's activity across a defined time period on your EnergyMarketPrice dashboard.

Client Activity Insights
By gaining near real time insights on customer activity with our tracking and analytics tool, account managers can promptly respond to customer behavior trends and engage with them, reducing sales operational costs and increasing engagement.
“As energy consultants, it’s indispensable to follow the evolution of the main energy commodities. EnergyMarketPrice makes this extremely easy, giving us the possibility to have it also integrated on our own website. Well-structured data, adapted to our requirements, ready to be processed.”

ANNA MUNDET
Energy Analyst at Optima Energia

Bespoke IT solutions based on your needs
Take our powerful engine as it comes, but don’t be limited by it.

Every consultant is different, which is why we work on your behalf to customize and personalize the software around your specific needs.

See what EnergyMarketPrice can do for you

Market Intelligence Group SA
Rue du Rhone 5
1921, Martigny, Switzerland
Tel. +41 (0) 225 349 799
Tel. +44 203 289 9263

Request a free live demo today

WWW.ENERGYMARKETPRICE.COM